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Description
About Timothy O'Neil-Dunne
Timothy O Neil-Dunne, T2Impact's Managing Partner, serves as the lead for the Airline, Aviation and Airport
Practice. Timothy has worked in aviation and travel distribution for more 30 years, including time with
Worldspan and Microsoft/Expedia before founding T2Impact in 1998. He leads the group's efforts in the
international arena, providing e-commerce services to travel and technology clients, and others involved in
transaction processing oriented e-businesses.
Timothy was a founding management team member of the Expedia team where he headed the Ground
Transportation and International portfolios. He was formerly Head of Technology for Worldspan where he
managed all of the International Technology Services from product to infrastructure. Mr. O'Neil-Dunne is a
published authority on Global Travel Distribution, a respected travel industry commentator, frequently writing
in trade and consumer publications, and speaking at conferences worldwide. He is a permanent advisor to the
World Economic Forum.
Timothy is a founder member of the Vaultpad Accelerator Group. Vaultpad provides mentoring and expertise
to startups and innovators in the travel space.
He is also CTO and deputy CEO of Lute Technologies, a permanent advisor to the World Economic Forum and
writes on the Professor Sabena Blog.

Availability
Keynote, Moderator, Panelist, Workshop, Host/MC, Author Appearance

Industry Expertise
Airlines/Aviation, Hospitality

Topics
Strategy - Macro Economic Trends in At&t, Distribution, Social Media

Affiliations
Sample Talks

AIrline Merchandising/Retailing
This was a session where I laid out the premise and moderated the panel. it is a good example of how I can be
both a presenter, a debater and moderator on a wide variety of topics in Aviation, Travel and Tourism.
http://www.opentravel.org/Resources/Uploads/PDF/AirMerchandising.pdf
Old Cats Rock
A startup boot camp debate on age and the start up community.

Education
Cambridge University Management Centre
MBA Equivalent International Business
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